This article presents an algorithm for moving object detection (MOD) in robot visual simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). This MOD algorithm is designed based on the defining epipolar constraint for the corresponding feature points on image plane. An essential matrix obtained using the state estimator is utilized to represent the epipolar constraint. Meanwhile, the method of speeded-up robust feature (SURF) is employed in the algorithm to provide a robust detection for image features as well as a better description of landmarks and of moving objects in visual SLAM system. Experiments are carried out on a hand-held monocular camera to verify the performances of the proposed algorithm. The results show that the integration of MOD and SURF is efficient for robot navigating in dynamic environments.
Introduction
In recent years, more and more researchers solve the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) as well as the moving object tracking (MOT) problems concurrently. Wang et al. [1] developed a consistency-based moving object detector and provided a framework to solve the SLAMMOT problems. Bibby and Reid [2] proposed a method that combines sliding window optimization and least-squares together with expectation maximization to do reversible model selection and data association that allows dynamic objects to be included directly into the SLAM estimation. Zhao et al. [3] used GPS data and control inputs to achieve global consistency in dynamic environments. There are many advantages to cope with SLAM and MOT problems simultaneously: for example, mobile robots might navigate in a dynamic environment crowded with moving objects. In this case the SLAM could be corrupted with the inclusion of moving entities if the information of moving objects is not taken account. Furthermore, the robustness of robot localization and mapping algorithms can be improved if the moving objects are discriminated from the stationary objects in the environment.
Using cameras to implement SLAM is the current trend because of their light weight and low-cost features, as well as containing rich appearance and texture information of the surroundings. However, it is still a difficult problem in visual SLAM to discriminate the moving objects from the stationary landmarks in dynamic environments. To deal with this problem, we propose the moving object detection (MOD) algorithm based on the epipolar constraint for the corresponding feature points on image plane. Given an estimated essential matrix it is possible to investigate whether a set of corresponding image points satisfy the defining epipolar constraint in image plane. Therefore, the epipolar constraint can be utilized to distinguish the moving objects from the stationary landmarks in dynamic environments.
For visual SLAM systems, the features in the environment are detected and extracted by analyzing the image taken by the robot vision, and then the data association between the extracted features and the landmarks in the map is investigated. Many researchers [4, 5] employed the concept by Harris and Stephens [6] to extract apparent corner features from one image and tracked these point features in the consecutive image. The descriptors of the Harris corner features are rectangle image patches. When the camera translates and rotates, the scale and orientation of the image patches will be changed. The detection and matching of Harris corner might fail in this case, unless the variances in scale and orientation of the image patches are recovered. Instead of detecting corner features, some works [7, 8] detect the features by using the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) method [9] which provides a robust image feature detector. The unique properties of image features extracted by SIFT method are further described by using a high-dimensional description vector [9] . However, the feature extraction by SIFT requires more computational cost than that by Harris's method [6] . To improve the computational speed, Bay et al. [10] introduced the concept of integral images and box filter to detect and extract the scale-invariant features, which they dubbed speeded-up robust features (SURF). The extracted SURF must be matched with the landmarks in the map of a SLAM system. The nearest-neighbor (NN) searching method [11] can be utilized to match highdimensional data sets of description vectors.
In this article, an online SLAM system with a moving object detector is developed based on the epipolar constraint for the corresponding feature points on image plane. The corresponding image features are obtained using the SURF method [10] and the epipolar constraint is calculated using an estimated essential matrix. Moving object information is detected in image plane and integrated into the MOT process such that the robustness of SLAM algorithm can be considerably improved, particularly in highly dynamic environments where surroundings of robots are dominated by non-stationary objects. The contributions in this article are twofold. First, we develop an algorithm to solve the problems for MOD in image plane, and then the algorithm is integrated with the robot SLAM to improve the robustness of state estimation and mapping processes. Second, the improved SLAM system is implemented on a hand-held monocular camera which can be utilized as the sensor system for robot navigation in dynamic environments.
The SLAM problem with monocular vision will be briefly introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the proposed algorithm of MOD is explained in detail. Some examples to verify the performance of the data association algorithm are described in Section 4. Section 5 is the concluding remarks.
SLAM with a free-moving monocular vision
SLAM is a target tracking problem for the robot system during navigating in the environment [12] . The targets to be tracked include the state of the robot itself as well as of the landmarks and moving objects in the environment. The state sequence of the SLAM system at time step k can be expressed as
where x k is the state vector; u k is the input; w k is the process noise. The objective of the tracking problem is to recursively estimate the state x k of the target according to the measurement z k at time step k,
where v k is the measurement noise. A hand-held monocular vision, as shown in Figure 1 , is utilized in this article as the only sensing device for the measurement in SLAM system. We treat this hand-held vision sensor as a free-moving robot system with unknown inputs. The states of the system are estimated by solving the recursive SLAM problem using the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [12] 
where x k|k-1 and x k|k represent the predicted and estimated state vectors, respectively; K k is Kalman gain matrix; P denotes the covariance matrix, respectively; A k and W k are the Jacobian matrices of the state equation f with respect to the state vector x k and the noise variable w k , respectively; H k and V k are the Jacobian matrices of the measurement g with respect to the state vector x k and the noise variable v k , respectively.
Motion model
Two coordinate systems are set at the world frame {W} and the camera frame {C}, as shown in Figure 2 . The state vector of the SLAM system with MOT in Equation (1) is arranged as
x C is a 12 × 1 state vector of the camera including the three-dimensional vectors of position r, rotational angle , linear velocity v, and angular velocity ω, all in world frame; m i is the three-dimensional (3D) coordinates of ith stationary landmark in world frame; O j is the state vector of jth moving object; n and l are the number of the landmarks and of the moving objects, respectively.
The motion of the hand-held camera is presumed to be at constant velocity (CV), and the acceleration is caused by an impulse noise from the external force. Therefore, the state x C of the camera with a CV motion model at time step k is expressed as:
where w v and w ω are linear and angular velocity noise caused by acceleration, respectively. The state of ith stationary landmark at time step k is represented by 3D coordinates in space,
In the motion model of MOT, the targets to be tracked include the state and motion mode of the moving object in the environment. The state of the MOT system at time step k can be expressed as
where o jk and s jk are the state and motion mode of jth moving object, respectively. The MOT problem can be expressed as a probability density function (pdf) in Bayesian probability
where p(o k |s k ,z 1:k ) is state inference; z 1:k is the set of measurements for time t = 1 to k; p(s k |z 1:k ) is the mode learning. The EKF-based interacting multiple model (IMM) estimator [13] can be utilized to estimate the motion mode of a moving object. The state is computed at time step k under each possible current model using r filters, with each filter using a different combination of the previous model-conditioned estimates. The mode M at time step k is assumed to be among the possible r modes
Given r motion models, the object state o k in Equation (7) is estimated. Instead of using the IMM estimator, a single CV model is utilized in the paper. That is, the moving objects are also presumed to move at a CV motion model. Their coordinates in 3D space are defined as
where p jk and v jk are the vectors of the position and linear velocity of jth moving object at time step k, respectively.
Vision sensor model
The measurement vector of the monocular vision system is expressed as
T m is the number of the observed image features in current measurement. The perspective projection method [14] is employed to model the transformation from 3D space coordinate system to 2D image plane. For one observed image feature, the measurement is denoted as
where f u and f v are the focal lengths of the camera denoting the distance from the camera center to the image plane in u-and v-axis, respectively; (u 0 , v 0 ) is the offset pixel vector of the pixel image plane; a C is the camera skew coefficient; h
T is the ray vector of ith image feature in camera frame. The 3D coordinates of ith image feature or landmark in world frame, as shown in Figure 2 , is given as
C is the rotational matrix from world frame to camera frame, represented by using the elementary rotations [15] , 
where cj = cosj and sj = sinj; j x , j y and j z are the corresponding rotational angles in world frame. We can utilize Equatoin (10) to calculate the ray vector of an image feature in camera frame. The coordinates of the feature in image plane are obtained by substituting Equations (10) and (11) into Equation (9) with a C = 0
Moreover, the elements of the Jacobian matrices H k and V k are determined by taking the derivative of z i with respect to the state x k and the measurement noise v k . The Jacobian matrices are obtained for the purpose of calculating the innovation covariance matrix in EKF estimation process [16] .
Feature initialization
Because of the lack of one-dimensional range information in image, how to initialize features becomes an important topic. Some researchers have successfully solved this problem either in time-delayed method [16] or un-delayed method [17] . The un-delayed method will be utilized in this research. When an image feature is selected, the spatial coordinates of the image feature are calculated by employing the method of inverse depth parameterization [17] . Assume that there are m image features with 3D position vectors, y i , i = 1,...,m, which is described by the 6D state vector are the longitude and latitude angles of the spherical coordinate system which locates at the camera center. To compute the longitude and latitude angles, a normalized vector η W i in the direction of the ray vector is constructed by using the perspective project method:
Therefore, from Figure 2 , the longitude and latitude angles of the spherical coordinate system can be obtained aŝ 
When image features are selected to be new landmarks or moving objects, the inverse depth parameterization vector in Equation (13) is assigned to be new augmented states in the EKF-based SLAM. Meanwhile, for each new state variable y i , the corresponding covariance matrix are initialized according to
where R i is the covariance of the measurement noise; σ ρ is the deviation of the estimated image depth. However, the inverse depth coordinates are 6D and computational costly. A switching criterion is established in reference [17] 
, the inverse depth parameterization in Equation (13) is utilized as the augmented states; where L d0 is the threshold value of the index defined in [17] . On the other hand, if L d ≤ L d0 , then the state vector in Equation (10) is chosen and modified aŝ
where
is the unit ray vector. In this case, the corresponding covariance matrix is rearranged as
Furthermore, for each new state variable υ i , the correspondent elements of the Jacobian matrix H k are modified as:
The derivative is taken at x k =x k|k−1 and v k = 0.
Speeded-up robust features (SURF)
The basic concept of a scale-invariant method is to detect image features by investigating the determinant of Hessian matrix H in scale space [18] . In order to speed up the detection of image features, Bay et al. [10] utilize integral images and box filters to process on the image instead of calculating the Hessian matrix, and then the determinant of Hessian matrix is approximated by
where D ij are the images filtered by the corresponding box filters; w is a weight constant. The interest points or features are extracted by examining the extreme value of determinant of Hessian matrix. Furthermore, the unique properties of the extracted SURF are described by using a 64-dimensional description vector as shown in Figure 3 [9, 19] .
Implementation of SLAM
The SLAM is implemented on the free-moving vision system by integrating the motion and sensor models, as well as the extraction of SURF. A flowchart for the developed SLAM system is depicted in Figure 4 . The images are captured by the monocular camera and features are extracted using SURF method. In the SLAM flowchart, data association in between the landmarks in the database and the image features of the extracted SURF is carried out using the NN ratio matching strategy [9] . A map managerial tactic is designed to manage the newly extracted features and the bad features in the system. The details of the map management have been explained in previous article [19] . The properties of the newly extracted features are investigated and the moving objects will be discriminated from the stationary objects by using a proposed detection algorithm which will be described in next section. All the stationary landmarks and moving objects are included in the state vector. On the other hand, those features which are not continuously detected at each time step will be treated as bad features and erased from the state vector in Equation (4).
Moving object detection and tracking
In the flowchart of Figure 4 , the function block of MOD is designed based on the concept of the pixel coordinate constraint of a static object in image plane. An object in space is represented by the corresponding features in two consecutive images. The pixel coordinate constraint equation for these corresponding image features can be expressed as
where h C d and h C d are the homogenous normalized image coordinates of the corresponding features abstracted from two consecutive images, images 1 and 2, respectively. They are defined as
K C is the matrix of camera intrinsic parameters which can be obtained from Equation (9) . Note that the image coordinates are defined in camera frame. The essential matrix E in Equation (24) is defined as [20] 
where R is the rotation matrix and t is the translation vector of the camera frame with respect to world frame; [t] × is the matrix representation of the cross product with t. The rotation matrix and translation vector would be determined using EKF estimator. Therefore, the essential matrix E can be calculated accordingly. Usually, the pixel coordinate constraint in Equation (24) is utilized to estimate the state vector and according essential matrix. Given a set of corresponding image points, it is possible to estimate the state vector and the essential matrix which optimally satisfy the pixel coordinate constraint. The most straight-forward approach is to set up a total least squares problem, commonly known as the eight-point algorithm [21] . On the contrary in SLAM problem, the state vector and the essential matrix is obtained using the state estimator. We could further utilize the estimated state vector and the essential matrix to investigate whether a set of corresponding image points satisfy the pixel coordinate 
Equation (26) is further rearranged as an equation of the epipolar line constraint in image plane for two corresponding points [22] , as shown in Figure 5 aI x + bI y + c = 0 (27) Equation (27) indicates that the pixel coordinate of the corresponding feature in second image will be constrained on the epipolar line.
Simulation of pixel constraint on the corresponding features for the cases of camera translation and rotation is carried out and depicted in Figure 6 . Assume that the image feature of a static object in first image is located at (I x , I y ) = (80,60). In the first simulation, the camera translates 1 cm along x c -axis direction, the corresponding image feature (I x , I y ) in the second image must be restricted in the epipolar line 1, as shown in Figure 6 . Similarly, if the camera translates 1 cm along y c -or z caxis direction, the corresponding features (I x , I y ) in the second image must be located on the epipolar line 2 or 3, respectively. In the second simulation, the camera first moves 1 cm in x c -axis and then rotates x = 15°a bout x c -axis, the corresponding feature (I x , I y ) in second image must be located on the epipolar line 4, as shown in Figure 6 . If the camera first moves 1 cm in x caxis and then rotates y = 15°about y c -axis or z = 15°a bout z c -axis, the corresponding features (I x , I y ) in the second image must be located on the epipolar line 5 or 6, respectively.
Motion and measurement noise is involved in the state estimation process. If the measurement of image points is subject to noise, which is the common case in any practical situation, it is not possible to find a corresponding feature point which satisfies the epipolar constraint exactly. That is, the corresponding feature point might not be constrained on the epipolar line because 
D is utilized in this article to denote the pixel deviation from the epipolar line which is induced by the motion and measurement noise in state estimation process. Depending on how the noise related to each constraint is measured, it is possible to design a threshold value in Equation (28) which satisfies the epipolar constraint for a given set of corresponding image points. For example, the image feature of a static object in the first image is located at (I x , I y ) = (50,70) and then the camera moves 1 cm in z c -axis. If the corresponding image feature (I x , I y ) in the second image is constrained within a deviation I y is limited in a range, as shown in Figure 7 , as I x varying from 1 to 320.
There are two situations that the pixel coordinate constraint in Equation (24) will result in trivial solutions. First, if the camera is motionless between two consecutive images, we can see from Equation (25) that the essential matrix becomes a zero matrix. Therefore, the object status could not be obtained by investigating the pixel coordinate constraint. In this case, we assume the camera being stationary in space and compute the pixel distance in between the corresponding features in two consecutive images to determine the object status. Second, if the image feature of a static object in the first image is located near the center of image plane (I x , I y ) = (160,120), the coefficients of the epipolar line obtained from Equation (26) are zero. Therefore, any point in the second image will satisfy the equation of the epipolar line in Equation (27). This situation is simulated and the result is depicted in Figure 8 . In the simulation, the pixel coordinate in the first image I x varies from 0 to 320 and I y is fixed at 120. The corresponding feature (I x , I y ) in the second image is limited within the pixel
We can see that the range of the corresponding I y is unlimited when (I x , I y ) is close to (160,120), as shown in Figure 8 . In real applications, those features located in a small region near the center of the image plane need a special treatment because the epipolar line constraint is not valid in this situation.
Experimental results
In this section, the experimental works of the online SLAM with a moving object detector are implemented on a laptop computer running Microsoft Window XP. The laptop computer is Asus U5F with Intel Core 2 Duo T5500 (1.66 GHz), Mobile Intel i945GM chipset and 1 Gb DDR2. The free-moving monocular camera utilized in this work is Logitech C120 CMOS web-cam with 320 × 240-pixels resolution and USB 2.0 interface. The camera is calibrated using the Matlab tool provided by Bouquet [23] . The focal lengths are f u = 364.4 pixels and f v = 357.4 pixels. The offset pixels are u 0 = 156.0 pixels and v 0 = 112.1 pixels, respectively. We carried out three experiments including the SLAM task in a static environment, SLAM with MOT, and people detection and tracking. 
SLAM in static environment
In this experiment, the camera is carried by a person to circle around a bookshelf (1.5 m × 2 m floor dim.) in our laboratory. The resultant map and the camera pose estimation are plotted in Figure 9 . In this figure, the estimated states of the camera and landmarks are illustrated in a 3D plot. Meanwhile, the rectangular box represents the freemoving camera and the trajectory of the estimated camera pose is plotted as solid lines. As shown in the right panel of Figure 10 for the 31st image frame, the SLAM system starts up and captures four image features with known positions. These features will help to initialize the map scale. After the start-up, more image features are extracted and treated as landmarks with unknown image depth, as indicated in circular marks in Figure 11 for the 32nd frame. In Figure 12 for the 71st frame, the uncertainty of the image depth of feature 10 is reduced to a small region (red ellipse). The SLAM system builds the environment map and estimates the camera pose concurrently, when the camera is carried to circle around the laboratory, as shown in Figure 13 for the 645th frame. In Figures 14 and 15 for the 2265th and 2340th frames, the camera comes to the place it had visited before and the trajectory loop is closing. Some old landmarks (with number less than 100) are captured again and the covariance of the state vector is reduced gradually. The second and third times of loop-closure are depicted in Figures 16 and 17 for the 3355th and 4254th frames. In these frames, old landmarks are visited again and the covariance of the state vector is reduced further. The map size and the sampling frequency (Hz) at each frame are depicted in Figure 18 . The map size increases to about 145 features at the first loop-closure and remains at almost constant size (about 200 features at the third loop-closure). That is, the SLAM can rely on the map with old landmarks for localization when it repeats visiting the same environment. The high sampling frequency in Figure 18 is about 20 Hz when the map size is small. When the map size increases, the low sampling frequency keeps at about 5 Hz.
The deviations of the camera pose in xyz-axis are plotted in Figure 19 . The camera pose deviations decrease suddenly at each loop-closure, because the old landmarks are revisited and the camera pose and landmark locations are updated accordingly. We also can see from Figure 19 that the lower-bound of the pose deviation is further decreased after each loop-closure.
SLAM with MOT
The camera is carried to move around at one corner of our laboratory in this example. Meanwhile, the SLAM is implemented to map the environment and estimate the camera pose, as well as to detect and track a moving object. The estimated camera pose and landmarks are illustrated in a 3D plot as shown in Figure 20 Figure 21 for the 52nd image frame, the SLAM system starts up and captures four image features with known 3D coordinates. After the start-up, some stationary features with unknown status are extracted and treated as new landmarks for mapping, as shown in the 98th frame in Figure 22 . These stationary landmarks are initialized using inverse depth parameterization [17] . The system demonstrates a stable implementation of SLAM as shown in Figures 22, 23, 24 , and 25. In Figure 26 , soon after the feature no. 30 is detected, it is discriminated from the stationary features using the proposed MOD algorithm and then treated as a moving object. This moving object is tracked in the image plane and encircled by a rectangle in Figures 26, 27 , 28, 29 and 30. Therefore, the developed system demonstrates the capability of simultaneous localization, mapping and MOT.
People detection and tracking
In this experiment, the SLAM system with MOD is utilized to detect and track a moving people in the environment. The camera is carried to move around at a corner of our laboratory. The estimated states of the camera pose, the landmarks, and the moving people are illustrated in a 2D top-view plot in the right panel of Figure  32 , and two image features on the human body are detected. These image features are discriminated from the stationary features using the proposed MOD algorithm, and are further initialized in state vector and tracked using Equation (8) . The SLAM system continuously tracks the moving people until he goes out the scene, as shown in Figures 33, 34 , and 35. The trajectory of the moving people is depicted as a thick solid line in the right panel of each figure. Hence, the developed system also demonstrates the capability of simultaneous localization, mapping, and moving people tracking.
Conclusions
In this research, we developed an algorithm for detection and tracking of moving objects to improve the robustness of robot visual SLAM system. SURFs are also utilized to provide a robust detection of image features and a stable description of the features. Three experimental works have been carried out on a monocular vision system including SLAM in a static environment, SLAM with MOT, and people detection and tracking. The results showed that the monocular SLAM system with the proposed algorithm has the capability to support robot systems simultaneously navigating and tracking moving objects in dynamic environments.
